
Valuations Team

Stage 1

The first interaction a client has with
VG Home Buyers

Almost always over the phone

They call after seeing/receiving some
marketing materials

We will call them back if we receive an email
or voicemail from them

We go through the initial client orientation

Begin to build the relationship with the client

Gathers the information from the
client for Stage 2

All relevant property information

Determines the motivation and timeframe for selling

Stage 2

Stage 2a - Valuation

Determines the sale price of the house
if it were to be renovated

if it were sold as-is

Determines the estimated repair cost to
renovate the house

Calculates the price we could afford to pay for
the house if we were to renovate it

Find comparable (comps) properties to
estimate the sale price of the house

After it is Renovated Estimate repair cost
Calculate the price we can afford to pay for the
house with these assumptions

Being sold As-Is (with no repairs)

Stage 2b - Classification
Determine the best path for the client

Review the notes from Stage 1

Review the comps and notes from Stage 2a

Determine the best way the client can sell their house Options include:

Buying the house ourselves to renovate or wholesale

Listing the house with one of our Real Estate Agents

Providing a flat fee for marketing the house
for them and publishing it on the MLS

Coaching them on how to list the house themselves

Stage 2c

Initial follow up with the client
Give them our findings

Give a Warm Offer if applicable

Make an appointment to see the house

Stage 2d

If you were unable to reach the client at Stage
2c, then they will move to Stage 2d until you
can compete the Stage 2c process

Stage 3

Face to Face appointment with the client

Confirm all assumptions we have made
about the house and sign any necessary
contracts

Finalizing the Selling Path

Liquidation
Responsible for

Selling all houses that we have purchased

Listing all houses for our clients

Project Management
Responsible for

All work that is being done to a property

Pre-Purchase Due Diligence

Create a Scope of Work detailing what
needs to be renovated on the property

Finding new contractors

Managing all construction projects

If we will purchase the property to renovate

If we will list or market the property for the client

Marketing
The lead was contacted via one of our
marketing campaigns
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